The complexity, robustness, image and speech quality as well as packet multiplexing issues of a re-conflgurable multi-media mobile communicator are addresred. The proposed moderate complexity motion-compensated Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT) based image communicator provides an image peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) of 58 dB at an average bit rate of about 2s kbits/s. The speech codec used is a low-complexity S 2 kbit/s CCITT 6 7 2 1 ntandard scheme. Bandwidth efacient 16 The ADPCM/DCT/BCH/le-QAM sociated linear class-A power amplifiers is less critical than Focussing our attention on the multi-media communicator scheme displayed in Figure 1 , the voice activity detector (VAD) [l] is invoked to control the packet reservation multi- too high or the buffer fullness exceeds a certain threshold, the video encoder is instructed to lower its bit rate, implying a concomittant dropping of the image quality.
in the form of highly intelligent shirt pocket sised multi-me&a comm-cators that arc well endowed with computing power, memory and networking facilities, in order to serye business and, ultimately, personal users on the moye. some elements of this system, such as portable personal computers or mobile radio voice and data comm,&cators are d r e a d y commerci&y available, but have not yet to pocket calculator sise and require from facsimile and other data terminals with the speech as well as graphics and other video signals to be transmitted. traffic and system information is carried by packet headers added to the composite signal by the 'Bit Mapper' before K-class source sensitivity-matched forward error corIection takes place. Observe that the 'Video Encoder' supplies its bits to an adaptive buffer (BUF) having a feed-back loop* If the PRMA video packet delay becomes too high or the buffer fullness exceeds a certain threshold, the video encoder is instructed to lower its bit rate, implying a concomittant dropping of the image quality.
The Bit Mapper assigns the most significant source coded Under these circumstances K, while the least significant bits (LSB) are protected by the weakest one, FEC 1. K-class FEC coding is used after mapping the speech and video bits to their appropriate bit protection classes, which ensures source sensitivity-matched transmission-'Adaptive Modulation' is deployed [3, 41, with the number of modulation levels, the FEC coding power and the speech/video source coding algorithm adjusted by the 'System Control' according to the dominant propagation condibulky batteries.
In order to achieve the above objectives benign nondispersive pico-cellular line-of-sight chamel conditions --(SIR) must be bandwidth-efficient multi-level modulation schemes be invoked, which contribute towards supporting a high ber of users generating case of low transmitted power levels the lower power efficiency of the as-'Currently Dept. of Electrical and Electronic Engineering, Unit&g high signal-to-noise (SNR) and signal-to-interference bits (MSB) to the input of the strongest FEC codec, FEC traffic densities.
versity uf Bristol tions, bandwidth and power efficiency requirements, channel blocking probability or PRMA packet dropping probability.
If the communications quality or the prevalent system optimisation criterion cannot be improved by adaptive transceiver re-configuration, the serving base station (BS) will hand the portable station (PS) over to another BS providing a better grade of service. Our current research is targetted at specific control algorithms. After this rudimentary system-level introduction let us now focus our attention on the video compression and communications aspects of our proposed adaptively reconfigurable communicator.
Video Codec
Codec Outline The outline of the proposed discrete cosine transform (DCT) based image codec is shown in Figure 2 . It achieves lossy data compression by quantising and transmitting the DCT coefficients of the interframe motion compensated prediction (MCP) difference signal. A basic block matching motion compensation algorithm is used to predict a block of the source frame to be encoded by the help of the previous locally reconstructed block, which is identical to the decoded block of the decoder. The MCP error between the source block to be encoded and its prediction is discrete cosine transformed.
The Gaussian distributed DCT transform coefficients S(m,n) of the MCP error signal are normalised by their standard deviations a(,,,,,,) in order to be subjected to seromean, unit-variance Max-Lloyd scalar quantisation (SQ) using b(m,n) number of bits, where b(,,,+) is dependent upon the coefficient energy distribution over the block. The DCT coefficients' energy distribution is classified into one of N energy distribution classes, whose centroids can be computed by the help of a training set using the Linde-Buso-Gray clustering algorithm [SI. Then every DCT block to be encoded is classified into one of the N classes using the minimum mse criterion and the corresponding class-specific scaler quantiser look-up table is invoked. Finally the side information constituted by the motion vectors (MV) and block classifiers are multiplexed with the quantised MCP error signal to a single stream ready for transmission.
The quantised MCP error signal is also inverse quantised in the block SQ-' , multiplied by its standard deviation and the inverse DCT is computed to yield the locally decoded MCP error signal. The MCP error signal is added to the predicted source frame in order to form the locally reconstructed frame that is to be used in the next motion compensation step. The following paragraphs describe the DCT codec in greater detail.
Source b a m e Prediction The source frame is uniformly subdivided into rectangular blocks for motion compensation. A computationally efficient tree-structured suboptimum block matching motion compensation algorithm [6] is used to fmd the best matching block in the previous frame.
Matching is based on the least mean squared error (mse) metric. The spatial offset between the source and prediction block referred to as the motion vector (MV) is encoded The energy vectors computed from a training set are then used to train a codebook, which can be invoked in the block darrification process. Explicitly, the blocks to be classified are compared to the energy vector centroids derived by the wellknownlinde, BUIO, Gray clustering algorithm [5] and assigned to a particular class, closest to it in the mean squared sense. This way each DCT coefficient block characterised by its energy distribution vector is assigned to a particular energy distribution class, which is described by the help of its vector centroid. Since thia dasfier determines the bit allocation scheme for the block, it must also be transmitted to the decoder. Similarly to speech packets, data packets are assigned a permission probability that either allows or refuses permission to contend during any particular slot for a reservation within the current TDMA frame. An interesting feature of the IPRMA scheme ia that it is advantageous to allow data users to contend only, if they have a certain minimum number of packets in their b d e r s in order to prevent too frequent contentions and collisions for the sake of delivering a single packet. While speech stability is maintained until Pdrop < 1%, data transmission stability is defined in terms of maximum data delay or buffer length.
Using our multimedia PRMA multiplexer, in addition to 32 kbit/s adaptive differential pulse code modulated (AD-PCM) speech and low-rate data users, we also accommodated a variable number of mobile video phone users, who were not allowed to drop video packets at all, in order to prevent the loss of video synchronisation. The video packets contended for reservation immediately without imposing a minimum buffer content condition, when a video packet reached the contention buffer. Thia allowed us to minimise the video delay and retain adequate 'lipsynchronisationl for voice and video. Further details on the multi-media PRMA multiplexer can be found in references [2, 1, 71.
In order to study the performance of OUT multi-media packet multiplexer, the PRMA channel rate was 720 kbps, we used 20 time slots of 1 1119 duration, a 64-bit signalling header, as well as 32 kbps CCITT G721 ADPCM-coded speech. Initially no video users were served and the optimum speech permission probability was Pap = 0.3, while the data permission probability Pd = 0.03 [a] . System stability was defined as Pdrop < 1%, and a maximum data buffer length of 200 packets, each delivering 640 bits. The total maximum data storage required was then 200 x 640/8=16 KBytes. At the stability limit the maximum supported data rate wan found to be 13.6 kbps, when assuming 20 speech plus 20 data users. Explicitly, due to PRMA we provided an extra 13.6 kbps data channel for each user in addition to unimpaired speech communications, which was equivalent to a total channel capacity gain of 20 x 13.6 = 272 kbps or a relative gain of 2721640 = 42.5%, normalised to the primary information rate of 20 x 32 = 640 kbps. When defining slot occupancy as the proportion of actively exploited time slots, the slot occupancy at a speech activity of 42% became (20 x 0.42 x 32 + 20 x 13.6)/640 = 84.5%, which was achieved due to the fact that only the 20 speech users had a strict delay limit of 30 ma, while the runaining data users were found to experience a 700 ma average delay. In our next endeavour we included a variable number of video users, whose stability was defined as an average packet delay below looms and no packet dropping was tolerated.
The overall system performance is characterised with the aid of Figure 3 , where the maximum data rate and the slot occupancy are plotted against the number of video users supported. As expected, the supported data rate was inversely proportional to the number of video channels, while the highest slot occupancy was attained with only a low number of video subscribes. This was explained by the added priority needed for the video users in order to maintain a packet delay below 100 1119, which required a higher proportion of vacant slots so that an earlier reservation became more likely. Furthermore, the data messages tolerated higher delays and hence were conveyed using a lower proportion of vacant slots. These tendencies can be confirmed using Figure 4 in terms of the delay of 2.4 kbps data users and speech packet dropping probability versus number of video users, which are scaled on the left and right hand side axes, respectively. When the number of video users exceeds five, both the speech packet dropping probability and the data delay rise sharply, infringing the stability limits for seven video suscribers. Let us now turn towards the issues of source-sensitivity matched FECcoding, modulation and transmission over the fading mobile channel.
Adaptive Multi-media Link
Returning to Figure 1 , the more vulnerable motion vector bits as well as the DCT block classifier bits were assigned a binary Bose-Chaudhuri-Hocquenghem (BCH) BCH(63, 30, 6) code, while the less sensitive motion compensated prediction error coding bits constituted by the DCT coefficients were protected by a BCH(63,51,2) code. Interleaving over an image frame was deployed in order to disperse the bursty errors caused by the Rayleigh-fading channel.
This bit stream was then transmitted using lowcomplexity, differentially encoded 16-QAM and 64-QAM modems [3] . The more sensitive bit class gave an average In order to maintain low complexity here we opted for the standard CCITT G721 speech codec and the 32 kbps ADPCM-coded speech stream was FEC-coded using a BCH(63,39,4) code having a,coding rate of R = 39/63 0.62, which yielded an FEC-coded speech rate of 51.7 kbps. The speech signal was interleaved over a 20 ms speech frame, which did not introduce any additional delay. The single-user signalling rate in case of 16-QAM became approximately 12.9 kBd while for 64-QAM 8.6 kBd. In order to accommodate the redundancy bits due to FEC, the PRMA multi-user rate was increased according to the redundancy rate of the primary information, namely speech, yielding a PRMA rate of 1/R x 720kbps = 1.61 x 720kbps = 1161 kbps. When using 4 bits/symbol IbQAM, the multiuser PRMA signalling rate becomes 1161/4 = 290 kBaud, while in case of 64-QAM about 194 kBaud. Since the singleuser video-rate is slightly lower than the speech-rate, the video packets are readily accommodated by the PRMA slots designed for the speech packets. The corresponding transmission bandwidth requirements in case of the above Baud rates and 50 % excess bandwidth are 435 kHs and 294 kHs, respectively. Both of these bandwidths remain substantially below the typical micro-cellular channel coherence bandwidth and hence do not require channel equalisation.
The overall image PSNR versus channel SNR performance of our multi-media video communicator is depicted in Figure 5 for both 16-QAM and 64-QAM, when using a pedestrian PS speed of 2 mph, propagation frequency of 1.9 GHs and Baud rates of 290 and 194, respectively. For 16-QAM a channel SNR in excess of about 30 dB was required to provide nearly unimpaired image quality associated with a PSNR in excess of about 36 dB. Below 30 dB channel SNR the image quality rapidly degraded. For the more bandwidth efficient but less robust 64-QAM modem the channel SNR needed to be above 38 dB for the multi-media PS to deliver unimpaired image quality. The robustness of the ADPCM speech codec scaled on the right hand side axis in Figure 5 in terms of Segmental SNR (SEGSNR) was also similar to that of the video codec, requiring a channel SNR in line with that necessitated by the video codec.
Observe in Figure 1 that the DCT codec feeds its information to a buffer (BUF) having an adaptive feedback to the codec. This buffer serves two purposes. Firstly, if the DCT codec temporarily produces too high a bit rate in its attempt to maintain the target image distortion D, the bit rate fluctuation can be smoothed by the help of the buffer. If the buffer fullness exceeds a threshold, the adaptive feedback can instruct the DCT codec to invoke a different set of quantisation look-up tables that has a higher target distortion D and hence a lower average bit rate. Secondly, also the PRMA packet multiplexer can lower the number of DCT codec bits via its feedback to the buffer, should the video delay become temporarily too high either due to the high number of users wishing to access the system or due to temporarily high DCT source rate. Should any of the communications quality parameters evaluated in Figure 1 degrade, the adaptive multi-media transceiver can reconfigure itself and reduce the number of modulation levels to 16 from 64, or even further. It is also possible to reduce the number of DCT source bits generated, in order to allocate more bits for FEC. Alternatively, hand-over to an adjacent cell ensuring better communication quality can ensue. Traffic-motivated hand-overs are also possible for example if the BS's PRMA multiplexer detects too high video packet delays or speech packet dropping probability due to collisions. However, if the communications integrity improves, the number of modulation levels can be increased again, allowing the transceiver to transmit at a higher source rate ensuring higher speech and video quality. The number of modulation levels is always communicated ~9 sideinformation to the receiving end. It is feasible to use different number of bits per modulation symbol in different time slots, but the exact definition of specific adaptive system control algorithms is the subject of our current research [3] .
Conclusion
The complexity, robustness, image quality and bit rate issues of an adaptive multi-media communicator have been search is targeted at defining specific adaptive system control algorithms in order to achieve best performance amongst dynamically changing conditions and the interested reader is referred to Chapters 13, 17 and 18 of reference [3] or to [4] .
